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WHEN THE PRODUCT-PRESERVING FUNCTORS PRESERVE LIMITS 
VSra TRNKOVX, Praha 
Let $ be a product-preserving functor from a 
category K with products. It is wel-i known (£11,(31) 
that $ preserves all limits existing in K whenever 
it preserves a pull-back-diagram 
for every pair of morphisms /& , fif , for which it ex-
ists, or whenever $ preserves an equalizer of every 
pair of morphisms, for which it exists. But the latter 
property may be satisfied by all product-preserving func-
tors for some categories K . The aim of the present 
note is to study such categories K . A characteriza-
tion of them by various equivalent assertions is given 
in Theorem 1. One simple necessary and one simple suffi-
cient condition are shown. They make it possible to de-
cide in many concrete cases whether every product-pre-
serving functor from K preserve limits or not. Some 
examples of categories with a different behaviour in pre-
servative properties are given. 
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I. 
Conventions* A class of all objects (or a class of 
all morphisms) of a category K by K* (or K"* , 
respectively) will be denoted. As usual, the fact oo to 
be a morphism of K from a to Jbr by ot- € K (<fc, >fr) 
will be written. The identity morphism from K (a, a ) 
by ld^ will be denoted. If cc*€ K Ca , Jtr ) , 
(3 e K (-ft', a ) ; {& o oc m Id f then a is called to be 
a retract of ir , /3 is called a retraction (of ac ), 
oC is called a coretraction (of ft ). (This is shorter 
than the expression "splitting monomorphismw.) An equali-
zer of morphisms Y * ¥* bv w (y, y O is deno-
ted Set8 denotes the category of all sets and all their 
mappings. If K is a category, a C K** , then 
K (a, - ) means the covariant horn-functor from K to 
Sets. 
Let J) be a small category, 2) * P — • K be a 
diagram in K (no matter in the present note whether the 
void index category D is or is not included), $ •< K~+ 
— • H be a functor. We recall that $ preserves a 
limit of 3) if, whenever 2) hss a limit in K , na-
mely < a, % i &d ; d € D^ 1 > (where a e K** , 
Xd e K (a, S0(d )) , . . . ), then <£ • -D has a 
limit in H and < $ (a ) ', K $ (Ay, *) ', d € 3)*"? > is 
this limit. A functor $ t K • Set* is said to 
be product-covering if, whenever ( d } { ̂  $ t, € 71 > 
is a product of a collection { a ; t e J J in K ^ 
then for every collection {X } t> € »7 J ? where 
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.X e $ ( a ) there exists at least one M € 
€ $ ( o > ) with C$ Cjr^ )3 C * ) ~ %x̂  for all L € J, 
Lemma 1. Let $ #. K — > Sets be a functor, 
R * ( R. *, t £ K** J be a collection of binary 
relations, every R be a relation on $ (t) • 
Then there exists a functor $/-, : K — > Set% and 
an epitransformation i> i $ — • */© such that 
1) }> C* ) « *>C/y-) whenever * R^ /y, ; 
2) every transformation /u i $ — • f̂ with 
A* (x) -* At (ty) whenever «x R nf> factorizes 
uniquely through >) . 
Proof. Denote by S. the smallest equivalence 
mmmmmmmmmm .£ 
on the set $ C t ) such that [ $ C p ] (x)S t£# Cf )3 ty.) 
whenever x R ^ /̂  ; £ £ X C>*> , t ) . Put C # ^ ) Ct) -
- * C t )/£ , let ?>t : #Ct> — * *
Ct)/5 be the fac-
tor-mapping. Then i> m {-*>. ; t € K** J and ^/^ 
have the required properties. 
Convention. Let K be a category, y y 9 e 
e K (h,Jfr) 0 Then by ^**9~*/ym y> wil1 De deno-
ted the functor ^ (*> ~ V ^ , where K « -CR4 j t € K^f 
is the collection such that R ̂  m {< y^ f9 ) 1 ) 
R^ * 0 for t + f , 
Lemma 2. Let $ : K — • Sets be a product-
covering functor. Then there exists a product-preser-
ving functor $ i K — > Sets and an epitrans-
formation £, : $ — • $_• such that every transfor-
mation AJU t $ — > y , where Y is a product-pre-
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serving functor, factorizes uniquely through £, . 
Proof. We shall prove it only for K not 
small. Let «•£ be a well-order for the class K* 
such that every K* m < Jbr e K* • Jlr -/ a, f is a 
set. Denote by K ^ the full subcategory of K such 
that Kf is its class of all objects. Let a, e KT 
and let a collection K m <Rft j c € JC£ ^
 De de~* 
fined for all Sr e K* , R* being a binary rela-
tion on $ ( a ) 0 We define the collection H1**- •fR* » 
*•» a ' 
C e K £ 1 as follows: put x S£nfr if and only 
if either X * ay or a collection I •* <a j 4. e J } 
of objects of K exists suoh that cmxi 7 4k 
£ tuxKcL K ^ f for every (* e J there exists 
ir -< a, with a, € K ? and £$ Ctf ) 1 Cx ) 
K£ L§ C*ru)1 ity) , where <e j {jr > t, e J J > 
is a product of I in K. , now, let X * be the 
smallest equivalence on $ (C ) , for which 
[#<£ )]<*.* ) R* C # C f ) J CV) whenever * S £ ^. , 
X- e K£ , f A- K (lr, c ) • 
let e : $ — • $jr be the factor-transformation. 
Then ^^ and 6 have the required properties. 
II. 
Lemma 3. Let K be a category, f y^e K(** t) 
let €%(¥, fy) exist. If either KC* f-)/^y,# o r 
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(KC*, - V ^ ^ r> )JT preserves 4% (y., r
9 > , t n« n 
e^ (y? Y
P ) is a coretraction. 
Proof: Put either <j> «* K(*»,-O/^ , or $ * 
be the factor-transformation. Put cf ~ &%, (T, 2"'^ 
of € K (ft,, <* ) • If f , f' c K (A , £, ) are morph-
isms such that *V^f* m V^Cf) } then necessari-
ly ^ • cf m ^ • cf (it follows from the construc-
tion of $ ). If $ preserves e a ( y , y ' J , then 
^ (ti^ ) * p(cT« tr) for some r e K (*, <ft ) . Thus 
cfm cf • x * cf f consequently x * cf m* tcL^ • 
Proposition 1. Let K be a category, y , y'c 
cK(*,t),let ^%(T,Tn exist. 
If K (̂ , - V y . y> preserves ^ ^ j " ; y ' ) , then 
every functor from K to any category preserves it. 
If ( K (*, - 7 yf^tr P^«»«v*» e ^ ( y ? y'J , then 
every product-preserving functor from K to any cate-
gory preserves it. 
Proof. We shall prove the second assertion only. 
Put $ « ( K (4>, - ) / ^ ^ ^ O ^ , let *> t K (*,-)-* 
— > $ be the factor-transformation. Let Ws K — * H 
be a product-preserving functor. If $ preserves 
*%,CTt Tf) m cf 9 then cf is a coretraction, conse-
quently ¥ ( cf ) is a monomorphi8m. If $ € H ( 9*- 7 
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¥ ( & ) ) is a morphism such that Uf (*jr ) * £ *» 
** ̂ C y ' ) 0 f , *nen consider the transformation *a ; 
; $ - * H f ^ , Y C - )) with (C^Ca^Ci^)) *> f . 
Since there exists t? such that ̂  Cofo T ) -» ̂  66a£), 
then f factorizes through y CcT) . 
Corollary. Let K be a category with products, 
SO a diagram in K . If every product-preserving func-
tor from K to Sets preserves a limit of 3) f then e-
very product-preserving functor from K to any catego-
ry preserves it. 
Convention. For the sake of shortness 




and (c j {/T; sr
fi > is reserved for a product of the 
collection ia^1€L
9i in the rest of the present note. 
Proposition 2. Let K be a category, tP be a 
pull-back and let there exist a product of the collection 
U , d M , If < K ( c ^ ) ^ # ^ r t . / 3 » # ^ V Preserves ^, 
then every product-preserving functor from K to any 
category preserves fP . 
Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 1. 
Lemma 4. Let K be a category with finite pro-
ducts, let f y9i * — f t an(* <f *>e morphisms of 
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X • Then there exist contractions y*f <f
9 with a com-
mon retraction and such that the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(i) d ~ *2/3%r'> 'f 
(ii) (T - *L(¥,7'> } 
( i i i ) ' jf i s a pull-back-diagram. 
Proofs Let <\fcxi j { JT; , a ; J > he a product 
of f /9 9 t ? • I t i s suff ic ient to consider the morph-
isms 7 7 7* • * • Jbxt with r o y s 
- a; . f > m ld^ , rrt *tf * r , j r ^ f x ^ , 
Lemma 5. Let K be a category with products, let 
$ : K — > H be a product-preserving functor. Then 
the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) $ preserves equalizers of pairs of coretractions 
(with a common retraction); 
(ii) $> preserves limits; 
(iii) $ preserves all pull-backs !P whenever /% 9 
fl* are coretractions (with a common retraction). 
Proof. Use the well-known construction of limits 
from products and equalizers ([1],[2]) and then use Lem-
ma 4* 
Theorem 1. Let K be a category with products. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) Every product-preserving functor from K to any 
category preserves limits. 
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(ii) Every product-preserving functor from K to Seta 
preserves limits. 
(iii) For every pair of coretractiona TTiT*1 * —¥ * 
with a common retraction the functor ( K (* * - ) / y m y ' ) — 
preserved e^ (fi Yf) • 
(iv) For every pull-back P such that /J /3> are co-
retractiona with a common retraction, the functor 
C * (C , - V ^ # #w p , #» ) w preserves (P . 
Proof. It follows easily from Lemma 4, Proposition 
1 and 2. 
III. 
Definition. We shall say that a pull-back (P ea-
tisfies a condition N if cc is a coretraction whenever 
(&' is a coretraction. 
Proposition 3. Let (P be a pull-back in a cate-
gory K . I* every product-preserving functor from K, 
preserves ft 9 then (P satisfies the condition N. 
Proof. Consider the functor $ t K—•* Smtm 
which is a subfunctor of K (c , - ) and y * $ f«x) 
it and only if *y e K f C , X ) factorize* through oc, 
Let /S> be a coretraction. Then ct' € $ f ctf ) and if 
$ preserves P , then idt € $ fe ) , i.e. it facto-
rises through ct . 
- Bxamplea. 
1) If an intersection of two retracts is not a retract 
again, then N is not satisfied in a category. This 
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situation occurs in many familiar categories, even in 
Seta (the intersection of non-empty sets may be empty). 
2) The condition N is not sufficient for a preserva-
tion of (P by all product-preserving functors. We gi-
ve an example now: 
Let JC be the category of all non-empty sets with 
an equivalence and all their compactible mappings. Then 
every pull-back in K satisfies .N . Let P be the, 
following pull-back in K i d & < D , 1RL > , & m 
- <A,RA>,a'« <A
t,RAf>,£tm<3,K^>, 3 m<0,1,2?, 
Am <0f1}, A
9 m<0,2} , Dm <01, K% * { < 0, 0>, <1,1 > , 
<2, 2 >,<1, 2>,<2,A>i, KBm K^n (Z * Z > for 
Z € <A 9A
9 ,31 . 
Let OK , ft, **,*, ft9 be embeddings. Now, we shall prove 
that the functor < '*"//$•& m /3> •*r'^tr d o t s 
not preserve (P . Let p ; K (e 9 - > —¥ $ be a fac-
tor-transformation. One can see from the construction 
of $ ; i f 
* € K", *m <£fR$>, <p,<p
9c K ( c , 4 > ) , » ^ < > ) « y^(p9> > 
then necessarily g>«4,2>)RB <p
9C<4, 2 >) , <A,1> € e . 
But oo • tr <<1,2>) KA sr (< A, 1 > ) for no % e 
e X (e,d) . 
Definition. We shal l say that a pull-back P , 
where /3 , ft9 are coretractions, s a t i s f i e s a condition 
S i f 
either there ex i s t s p such that (© • (% m icL^ and 
rt> • ft9 factorizes through cC 
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or there exists f>* such that fi>* • /3'« <iaL» and 
to' * (I factoriaes through oc* * 
Proposition 4. Let P be a pull-back in a cate-
gory K , let /3 , /3' be coretractions. If $> satis-
fies S , then every functor from K preserves (P * 
Proof. For example, let there exist p with 
rt> • /3 «• -t^i^ , t» • /J' « oC « 6" for some 6* . 
Then oc • 6* « oc* a» /& * /3* * oc,«r^o*/3»oc«*oc ̂ conse-
quently €T * oc * « i c ^ * If $ J X —* H is a 
functor, then $(ct9) is a monomorphism. Thus it is suf-
ficient to prove: if y f y* e H / w v such that $(/$)* 
m y&$(fi9) * <y'f then there exists <f € H""* with 
$ (ec) • <f** f f $ Coc* ) « c / r 7 ' , i If we put cT ** 
ss $>(€T) • 3r% then d* has the required properties. 
Example. The condition S is not necessary for a 
preservation of (P by all product-preserving functors. 
We give an example now: 
Let K be the category of graphs, i . e . the category of 
a l l se ts with one binary relation and a l l their compac-
t i b l e mappings. Let P be the following pull-back in K : 
c£ -<2> , R^>, a, - <A,RA>, a> - <A>,RA, >f Jtr « 
« < B , R m > , 3 - < 0,1,21, A*<0,4},A
f~<0,2} , 
D « <0l , R 0 ~ { < 0 , 0 > , < 4 , 4 > , < 2 , 2 > , <4,-2>? , 
R * Rft n C Z x Z ) 
for Z € < A 7 A% D I . Let oc , (I, <x>9 (I
9 be embed-
dings. I t i s easy to see that P does not sa t i s fy the 
condition S. Now, we shall prove that the functor $ «r 
m (K (c f "7^o^rm/3%sr^rr Preserves P , For every 
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natural number m, denote by q^ m < G^ 9 T ^ > th« 
following object of K % G^ * i094 fl9...f 2m, ? , 
T ^ » i <i9 i > • I m 09 4 9 ..., 2 m i 
u 't <21 - 4, 21 > % I * 4929 ...9 frt I 
u < < 2 i + 4 , 2 i > } * * 4 , 2 , * . - , tvt-4 J -
Let <a» •, { y ^ • /n* natural number !> be a product 
of the co l lect ion {(fa $ <tv ? , 9* ** ^G, T > * Denote 
by <X0, ^ , *XA, X,J , -X̂  "the points of G with 
for a l l m . 




Let i> 5 K ( C , - ) — • $ be a factor-transformation. 
Then %> Cy* fl*sr) m ^C*y #/3f# or9) m P^(y9*flf*jrf) m 
m 1L (y '* (i * JT ) , as it follows from the construction of 
$ , Since ^ and ^ belong to different components 
of the graph T , then there exists a morphism d*: a, —* e 
such that 
JU0<\ mtfU^m cfCx^miO^.dCx^m <f(x
9
±) m < 4 91> . 
Denote by t the morphism from c to d . Then 
stmsr*cf*'y'*/Z*sr9 sr
9 m jr9 * cT * <y9 * /3-f • sr* , 
St * <f* V *ft * St'm occv 9 sr
9* cfo <f * /i9m* sr
f ** <x,f * T , 
consequently ^ 6 r ) » ti^(at*?) 9 y^;(rr
f)-m j ^ f Cac
9 * V )m 
If <p c <p (a ) , <p9 e $ (a9) such that C# (ft)3 (9>) m 
«T$(/S')J (p9) , then there ex i s t s & e K ( C 9 C ) such 
that 
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i^Gr* er )m <pf *̂ f (sr
%* G ) « p f and then 
pm£$(oc)3(»d(v.f))fp'mt$(ec>)](*>d(t *&)) . 
Thus every product-preserving functor preserves P . 
Theorem 2# Let K be a category with products* If 
every pull-back P , where (3 , fi' are coretractions, 
satisfies the condition S, then every product-preserving 
functor from K to any category preserves limits. 
Proof* It follows from Theorem 1 and Proposition 
4. 
Examples. The condition S is satisfied for every 
pull-back P ; where /3, ft
9 are coretractions, in the 
following categories: 
A) the category of all non-empty sets and all their map-
pings; 
B) the category of all pointed sets and all point-preser-
ving mappings; 
C) the category of all sets and all inclusions; 
D) the category of all vector spaces over a field and 
all linear mappings; 
E) the category of all non-empty (or pointed) topologi-
cal T^ -spaces and all their closed (or.moreover, point-
preserving, respectively) mappings; 
F) the category of all ( X f 417 R ) • where X i- a 
non-empty set, ̂ f i < X . X - i ( R t ; i»< C f J . , . f i 6 R c X , 
and all point-preserving compactible mappings; 
0) the category of all non-empty unary universal algeb-
ras, the (unary) operations M^ , JUL^ ... of which sa-
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tisfy the identity 
^it^i <*) ~ ^(y,) , 
and all homomorphisms* 
Convention. Let 7 be a directed set, considered 
as a thin category. If H is a category, then by H 
the category of all functors from J to H and all their 
transformations is denoted. If Jh % 7 — • H is such a 
functor, then by M> is denoted the object of H cor-
responding to u € 3ai by JhL is denoted the morph-
ism of H ; corresponding to the couple < L , L* > when-
ever t 4 C -
Theorem 3* Let J be a directed set, K be the 
category Sets ̂  or (Pointed sets)2' . Let P be a 
pull-back in K , ft, ft9 be coretractions. Then the fol-
lowing assertions are equivalent: 
(i) P satisfies the condition S; 
(ii) every functor from K to any category preserves P *f 
(iii) every product-preserving functor from K to any ca-
tegory preserves (P j 
(iv) P satisfies the condition N. 
Proof. The implication (iv) «=-=> (i)has to be pro-
ved only. We may suppose that occ , oc' ft f ftL are in-
clusions and dL -» <tL n Q?L for every t € Zf** *• Let 
fa • Jb» —$> Q, De a retraction of ft, V : a, —> dL be 
a retraction of oc . We define p : Jtr—• a, as follows: 
denote J%. m U (A?)mi <<z>,- a' ) % 
put pL(x) =s\(x) for x € jt-L , 
<pL (x ) • (\ • \ > <* > f or * e irL - -f\ . 
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We prove that ay is a transformation, i.e. 
(*) pLf * *>* - ot[ * pL 
for every i, £ L' . If x c ir̂  - 41, ? then ^ (\x) € 
€ *-&", - -ft f and then (# ) holds. Let x € -fit 5 if 
SrL Cx ) £ flL$ , then (* ) is evident; if Jbr*Cx) #• 
^ 41, , then necessarily XrL (x) £ O^, n Ct£f , which 
implies (^) again. 
One can see easily that a d / 3 « '<^a/ and P * ft* 
factorizes through cC . 
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